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About This Game
Smash planets together in this three dimensional puzzle game. Smash asteroids together to make moons, moons together to
make planets, and planets together to make the stars and beyond. What can you create in your universe? How quickly can you
create it?
Satisfyingly addictive - the fate of the universe is in your hands...

Key features:
Play in 2D with keyboard and mouse, or experience fully immersive Virtual Reality and play in three dimensions with
the HTC Vive or Oculus Rift.
Completely unrealistic physics with outrageous explosions.
Fully configurable with multiple challenges and difficulty levels.
Online leaderboards and statistics.
Steam achievements.
Images courtesy of NASA/Goddard Space Flight Centre and NASA/JPL-Caltech.
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Controls:
Keyboard: Fully configurable keyboard mapping - edit file "keyboard.cfg". Default mapping is to smash planets with
WSAD / num-pad / arrow keys, shift and control, menu toggle with spacebar, select with WSAD / num-pad / arrow keys
and return/enter, but can be easily edited to support any other mapping.
Mouse: Smash planets by right clicking, moving in the desired direction and releasing. Menu toggle with the menu icon,
select with point and right click.
HTC Vive: Smash planets by pressing the trigger, moving in the desired direction and releasing. Menu toggle with the
menu button, select with point and trigger.
Controller: Fully configurable controller mapping - edit file "controller.cfg". Default mapping is for the XBox One
controller, but can be easily edited to support other controllers / joysticks.
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Title: Planet Smasher
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Robin, Alice, Julia and George
Publisher:
Team Gilbert
Release Date: 15 Sep, 2016
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 SP1 or greater
Processor: Intel® i3-2310M equivalent or greater
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 3000 equivalent or greater
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 100 MB available space
Additional Notes: Play on a two dimensional square grid with a low spec PC (above requirements are for a 5 year old laptop
which can run Planet Smasher with no issues)

English
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Best bush flyer out there! Select cold start and crank it up yourself (the Piper Cub is not complicated) then go tackle that 175
foot Alaskan field. Or, if you prefer the inlet sitting on the other side of that mountain, switch to one of the float planes. Unlike
some add-ons, this does not have exaggerated flight characteristics, so you can leave your sliders where they are. A few words of
advice though, (and this goes for the real Cub too) use the carburetor heat as much as possible, just not on the ground, as this
will suck dirt into the engine, and start rolling the plane before you think you need to, especially when rolling out of a turn. The
turn rate is surprisingly tight, but the Cub does not have a 400+ DPS roll rate, so you might turn a little more than you wanted to.
I particularly like the ability to hand turn the propeller, which you have to do to start it, just like the real one. Other features are
being able to airstart the engine, and use the oar that is lashed on the float of the floatplane, to row the plane around. Shift-7 is
the magic keypress to overhaul the wearing engine, or if you brake to much on landing and manage to nose the plane over. I
don't think it gets more realistic than that! For those who can't get the engine to start, this plane does not have an electric start
system. Also, you can not spin the propeller from the f11 veiw. Either lean out the side from the cockpit view, or press A on
your keyboard a few times from the virtual cockpit view, and it will take you to the engine start view where you can hand spin
the propeller. For those who said their aircraft was shutting down mid flight, it could be because you did not have the carburetor
heat on. Without it, even in warm weather, the carburetor will freeze up. I hope that helps!. I have as much fun playing Puppet
Kings as I did making it with the Timba Games team.
I hope every breakout fan out there plays it the game, you will love it!!! :D. Highly recommend the Pay2win doggo mounts to
everyone serious about this game, haven't lost a game since I bought this bundle.. You need patience for this game. You have to
be prepared to fail, fail, fail, and almost make it once or twice before you fail again. This is one of those games that shows the
difference between challenging and maddening. It's a pattern, but the grind isn't really worth it... I will say that the music was
awesome and the custom track option was cool.
I can only reccomend this game if you enjoy challenging your friends to be miserable or if you like to fail. Am I failure?
Absolutely. Because of this game. Everything else was going great for me and then I played 64 and now I'm balding.. The
gameplay is interesting as you need to survive then command a small group of fellows to follow procedures to sustain the
village. However, the UI is complex as it requires you to hold buttons then mouse over and other stuff.. I managed to set up
some of the settler but have no idea how i did it.
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First off let me say that the game runs flawlessly, I read reviews before getting far in the game and Disabled Cloud Saving as
well as downloading that quick and simple ram patch for the game (read reviews). It took about 2 seconds and i have had
absolutely no issues whatsoever and am loving the game ( coming from FF13).
My Specs:
GTX1080
32 GB Ram
Intel I7 8700
Running on an SSD
Get the game, disable cloud saving, and download the ram patch, you should have no issues with a decent cpu. Enjoy <3..
People will complain about immersion break. That is unfair, Sisters are human, and to them keeping the city (and the rest of the
empire) safe from wyrdstone is their primary concern. Whos to say that there isnt a smuggler out there who agrees witht them
but just feels money is important too? Its not unfeasable.
Also she is, by far, amazing. The smuggler in a sisters warband is grade A cheddar. Access to non hammer weapons and guns
broadens the scope of the warband considerably and gives you breathing room with her high speed and good agility.
two dollars might be alot for a single unit type, but she definetly wont dissapoint.. I guess it's ok. The graphics are kinda cool but
the servers kinda suck. It's just kinda..... meh.
Fun sometimes if you have nothing to do and want to kill time.. i like playing this game it a great game to play but the only
problem in this game is find the notes which it tells u but im looking around in the area on each tree and i can,t find 2 notes that
i can,t find at all. I kept writing trying to submit a review, and either it hated me saying "fart" or I am gonna see 154 posts of my
review on Herding Dog tomorrow morning...
So, for brevity's sake, and maybe so I can post a comment and update with my full and actual thoughts LATER, I will leave you
with:
Badger: In summation, I think you just got to not do it, man. That's all.
Mr. Fox: I understand what you're saying, and your comments are valuable, but I'm gonna ignore your advice.
Don't ignore Badger's advice, Foxy.
UPDATE:
UHG! I don't know why I couldn't post my full review. It seems like "fart" is an okay word, but who knows. Here are my full
thoughts, as I wish to share them with the dev and with other gamers.
The UI is not pretty, but much worse of a flaw, it is not informative. We need a *working* HUD with objectives on the screen ALWAYS - with real time updates as we progress through them. Sometimes I had 0%, or 0\/0 HUDs. Sometimes I had nothing
on my screen. Sometimes I would pen the sheep and the game wouldn't end. I needed to get a bucket of "Item +1" that was off
on the far corner of the map. How did I know this? Only because the game didn't end when I penned the sheep and I started
running around. This is not good. I shouldn't have to guess what I need to do. Add a minimap or directional markers to let me
know where my sheep are, my home is and maybe - or maybe not - where the predators are. Make your buttons say Play! not
"paw shape". Buttons, HUDs, minimaps-- every UI element should be clear as to what it is telling the player. The world map - it
looked okayish in the screenshots, but my map was of a view where all I could see was the dog and the "level" he was at. I
couldn't see the next levels. I had no idea what I was doing - or should do - and then I pressed in a few places. One worked and
he ran a long way off to level two. It's not a world map if I don't see the world. And all I saw was one level at a time with no
context. Again. Make things clear to the player, every level, every objective, every update to the objectives and the rating they
might be getting. I mean, aliens - I think - abducted one of my pigs, but I have no idea, honestly. There were coyotes there, too. I
didn't see it happen. I was not told ALIENS ABDSUCTED YOUR PIGLET OH NO! Which could be something funny, as well
as informative. Because of the bad UI I have no idea why I would get a "D" score when I got 3\/5 pigs but a "C" score when I
rescued only 1 sheep. Makes no sense and I have no visual feedback as to WHY that is the case. The in-game HUD should tell
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me what is going on and the scoreboard should be a recap.
There is very little AI. I mostly found myself trying to be between the sheep and the wolf. The wolves never stopped or ran away
when I barked. The sheep never stopped, or ran, when I barked. But they did fart blood! Which makes no sense. I wasn't near
them. Or biting them. I certainly couldn't bite wolves or make them fart blood. But sheeps fart blood when I bark and it doesn't
kill them or do anything but make em fart blood. TOOT TOOT TOOT! I mean, I guess it's funny, but uh... yea. I run around
between the wolves and sheep. The wolves never stop trying to get the sheep, running directly at them in a constant b-line, and
only turn away when I turn towards them. But they instantly turn back to run at the sheep the moment I turn away. Barking
doesn't scare them. It doesn't call the farmer. It seems pointless except for the farting sheep joke aspect. The stock could be
dopey but the predators shouldn't be. And even though sheep are a little fluffy-brained, they don't stand there to get mauled by a
wolf. I mean, if they run away from me - farting blood at my barks - then they should run from the wolves, too. It's just
common sense. I don't know where you wanna go with this but it seems like something needs to be done to make it more
realistic or more interesting, with more depth. Right now I am just mousing between A and B. An A that wants to eat B, and a B
that is afraid of me, but not of A, who wants to eat him.
Mr. Dev: You are asking people to buy this game and it's not finished, and you don't say that. It sounds like your friend wrote a
long review for you, calling you by name and adding a lot of imagined depth to the game that I am just not seeing. It sounds like
he knows exactly what you want this game to be, but that seems to actually further highlight what the game isn't yet.
You need to let people who are paying money for this game know it's not finished, or they are just going to be annoyed with
you, downvote your game and\/or ask for a refund. You may say "Well this game is for kids!" but like the unfinished alpha
game info-- you don't say that anywhere on your store page! And I like kid's things. I love cartoons, kid's books and kid's games.
Just because a game is for children does not excuse poor UI design, poor gameplay direction, etc.
I hope you make this game what you invision, because I love dogs, especially Border Collies (hint hint) and Babe. See? I love
childish things, and this game has potential, but right now it's not worth as much time as I've spent playing and reviewing it. Best
of luck, and hope you can update this game to meet your dream's potential.. I really enjoyed this. I loved The Banner Saga and
this seemed similar so it was inevitable that I would give it a shot. It is somewhat short, yet the atmosphere of the game is
excellent and while very similar to TBS in visual style, it is still pleasing and fresh to look at.
The combat can be very hard on higher difficulties (played through one second hardest myself) but is very rewarding as a result
of this. A somewhat confusing save system had me replaying quite a hard mission at one point but I actually didn't mind because
I enjoyed the combat a lot. There isn't a huge amount of unit variety but I personally didn't mind this too much either because of
the generally epic feel of the fights.

Worth the price in my opinion and I would gladly purchase a sequel :). Well, where do I start? This game
sucks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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